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E

ven the best things in the world can be improved, at least in details. This is something
that we at Nautor always have in mind. Taking advantage from our experience as well as
listening to suggestions coming from our owners, captains and experts, we constantly
and rigorously test every new Swan model, from launch through early life in order to improve
our boats - keeping them updated in terms of technology, safety, comfort and changes in
regulations. This passionate attention to improvement is one of the key reasons why Swan
yachts are the most appreciated boats in the world. This process was obviously applied to our
successful and beloved Swan 54. For Model Year 2019 we are pleased to present you the latest
features and improvements which have been implemented, together with other little details,
analyzing every part of the boat, from deck gear to interior functionality, making her very close
to the optimum we can get today. In other words, the outstanding Swan 54 just got even better.

DECK
1. Swimming ladder integrated into the transom with a dedicated opening, well designed and
functional for swimming
2. Engine throttle: new model, more premium feel and in line with the cruising purpose of the boat
3. Re-designed anchor locker with more space for optional additional chain and a proper top
inspection suitable to wash the chain
4. New solution for chain access below deck, with preventer for water flow
5. Added stainless steel hand hold on the upper part of the pedestals

INTERIOR
6. Aft guest cabin: floor in one level, without any step
7. Port guest cabin amidship: increased width of the bed (not for opt centerboard keel solution)
8. Enhanced access to engine with one single larger panel on port cabin
9. Less intrusive door handles to enhance the space in the passages
10. New Fusion stereo with remote bluetooth connection
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